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Nazwa

Monitor Mitsubishi 46" Widescreen LCD
Display LDT461V2

Cena 0,00 zł

Producent Mitsubishi

OPIS PRODUKTU

LDT461V2

The LDT461V2 46" LCD Information  display brings outstanding visual quality for commercial or public 

signage applications in 1080P True HD resolution.

The panels used in the LDT461V2 are professional grade  quality, and are designed for bright

environments and extended use. For  long-term performance, it has features such as power scheduling,

screen  saver functionality and built-in cooling fans with heat monitoring,  which all combine to extend

the life of the LCD panel.

For amazing picture quality, the LDT461V2 boasts an incredible 4000:1 contrast ratio, 450 cd/m2 

brightness, and Full HD 1080P resolution. The LDT461V2's fast response  time brings rich, vibrant and

realistic images to any application. It  also boasts wide viewing angles of 178 degrees horizontally & 

vertically.

This model can also be installed in either individual or  tiled (video wall) configurations to build amazing

entertainment and  digital signage displays, and is ideal for message boards, video  conferencing,

classroom presentations, retail kiosks, gaming displays,  or to enhance your facilities with welcome

messages, company promotions  and human resources information.

High Contrast Ratio of 4000:1 - Ensures excellent colour reproduction in all displayed images.

Rapid 8ms Response Time – Enjoy clear fast moving pictures free of “ghosting”.

Screen Saving Function – Four separate options (Gamma, Cooling Fan, Brightness and Motion) provide

increased protection against image retention and image persistence.

Power Save - Detects when an  input signal is no longer active and will automatically switch the display

to a Power Save state to help prolong the life of the LCD panel.

Dual HDMI Inputs - For excellent connectivity options with HD video sources such as digital set top

boxes or Blu Ray players

Power Scheduling - Display during the hours you want, with flexible control over the various inputs.

Tile Matrix - Create data/video walls with multiple LCD displays easily thanks to the simple OSD setup

options.

Heat Status Monitor- The inside temperature of the display can be checked using the OSD menu and



flashing front panel.

Picture-in-Picture - Display two active inputs simultaneously. (only PC + AV)

Panel Lock Out - Prevents unauthorised tampering of panel controls.

VESA Compliant - Allows for use with VESA standard mounting arms or brackets.

Optional speakers and stand available

Three year limited warranty
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